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retreival questions
vocabulary - you can discuss these or ask the children to find their meaning 
2 slides with a mixture of ideas/questions
prediction question

These slides are intended to support reading sessions based around The Imagination Thief.
For each chapter there are five slides: 

It's not perscriptive - you are free to use them how you like and pick out ideas for
discussion areas in more depth, or skip them completely!



Siblings Eva and Toby don't really get along, but
when Eva's imaginary friend Wonder Unicorn is
stolen by an evil villain, they find themselves
trapped in a magical land. Can Eva and Toby work
together to stop the Imagination Thief before
he robs the world of imagination?
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The Imagination Thief

Eva and Toby



What was in the sand box?
What hit Eva on the head?
What is the name of Eva's imaginary Friend.
What type of house do Eva and Toby live in? 

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'perch'
'resemble'
'piercing'



The word contrast means that two things are very different. 

Based on your initial impression of Toby and Eva, how do you feel that they
contrasting characters?



'A memory flashed across his mind for a second...'
 

Prediction: Why do you think Toby recognised the cackle of laughter?
 



Final discussion
How important do you think imagination is?

Further challenge:
Is it always easy to be creative and imaginative?



Who woke up first?
What does Toby think is happening to them?
What happens to Toby's glasses?
Which character was looking at a map when they meet?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'intact' 
'predicament' 
'antennae'
'furrowed'



Toby finds it hard to believe he is not dreaming
 

Why do you feel that he doesn't want to believe it's all real?



Find evidence from the text to support the statement:
 

Toby and Eva do not get on!



Final discussion/prediction
 

Why do you think Astro dog thinks she can trust Toby and EVa?



What is the name of device the Imagination Thief uses to steal imaginary
friends.
Name one location from the map.
What is the name of the Imagination Thief's home?
Where does Toby go at the end of the chapter?

Quick Retreivel
1.

2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'devoid' 
'unravelled' 
'parchment'
'lectured'



Astrodog believes imagination is very important

What importance do you think imagination plays in the subjects like maths,
science and sports?



Find evidence from the text to support the statement
 

Toby becomes slowly becomes more annoyed during this chapter.



Final discussion/prediction
 

What do you think Toby is going to do?



What guards Fortress Castle?
When did they realise that Toby is missing?
What noise do they hear coming from the cave?
Which character carries Eva on its shoulders?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'surveying' 
'sacred' 
'foreboding'
'brimming'



Eva refuses to belive that Toby is a traitor
Why do you think that is?

Do you think that she really believes he isn't a traitor?



How do you feel Eva might be affected by the fact that Toby is apparently
working with The Imaginatino Thief?

 



Final discussion/prediction
 

How do you think the Eva and the Imaginary Friends Alliance will escape?



What room does The Imagination Thief take Eva to?
What does Eva do that really annoys The Imagination Thief?
How does Wonder Unicorn escape her pod?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.



Vocabulary checker
'tentacles' 
'begrudgingly' 
'fiery'
'subtly'



Eva constanlty interuppts The Imagination Thief and he gets really annoyed.
 

Why do you think that is?



Find evidence from the text to support the statement:
 

Wonder Unicorn is incredibly loyal to Eva.



Final discussion/prediction

Eva and Toby have stopped the machine but how will they stop The Imagination
Thief?



How does Toby know how to release the other creatures?
Who saves Toby?
Why do Toby and Eva have to run away?
What does Toby see as he is escaping?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'cylinder' 
'makeshift' 
'beamed'
'lumbering'



Eva is an extremely brave character but is much braver with Wonder Unicorn at
her side. 

Do you agree or disagree with this statement.
Explain you answer.



Toby has rediscoverd his imaginary friend!
 

Describe how Toby's characte has changed since the start of the book.



Final discussion/prediction
 

Do you think The Imagination Thief has finally been defeated?



What happens to some of the rescued imaginary friends?
Which character is zapped by the Imagination Thief?
What happens to The Imagination Thief?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.



Vocabulary checker
'plumes' 
'identical' 
'billowing'
'numerous'



Eva and Toby work together to easily defeat The Imagination Thief once again. 
 

Explain how their relationship has changed during the book.



The word bitter sweet means that there are both good and bad things 
 

How is the start of this chapter bittersweet?



Final discussion/prediction
 

Is this the last we have seen of The Imagination Thief?



What surprised the characters when they retured home?
What is 'fricken'?
Who did the diary belong to?
Who does their dad say 'sparked' his imagination back to life?

Quick Retreivel
1.
2.
3.
4.



Vocabulary checker
'unravel' 
'inevitable' 
'intently'
'fogies'



In the illustration of Eva and Toby playing at the end there are no imaginary
friends in the picture.

Why do you think that is?



Eva and Toby's dad credits his children with sparking his imagination again. 
What sort of things do find helps your imagination? 



Review
What did you think of the book?

Was it like any other books you've read?
What was your favourite part?

Who was your favourite character?
 


